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Speech timing patterns are known to serve as critical cues for perceived prosodic grouping, making timing central 
to the study of how prosody encodes meaning at all levels of linguistic structure. Investigations of, e.g., the 
prosody of attachment ambiguities therefore focus heavily on temporal information, operationalized as objective 
interval duration. Experimental studies of F0 in the context of prosodic grouping are comparatively rare (cf. [7], [4] 
on “declination reset”, [8] on phrase-initial reset). Perceived duration, however, may differ dramatically from 
measured duration: Dynamic f0 in speech can lead to longer perceived vowel duration ([12], [3]), and non-speech 
research has likewise shown that pitch manipulations can alter perception of timing ([9], [6]). Studies on the 
auditory kappa effect in particular ([2], [5]), show that in sequences of tones and silent intervals, pitch differences 
among tones can distort perception of timing such that tones closer in pitch are also perceived as closer in time. 

To determine whether pitch interacts with timing similarly in the perception of prosodic grouping in speech, we 
conducted a study involving a string of 3 spoken numbers, parsable as “NN-N” or “N-NN”. The AXB design (based 
on [10] and [9]), used 3 rise-fall, full intonational phrase (H* L-L%) versions of the word one, resynthesized from 
the same 302 ms. base recording, and shifted in 1-semitone steps. A was set as the highest, 8 semitones above 
B. X was chosen from 7 intermediate pitch steps, and placed at each of 10 time steps (410 to 590 ms.) after A. 
(The X to B interval likewise shifted, such that the two silent intervals always totalled 1 second.) 14 participants 
indicated whether X was grouped with A or B for 4 repetitions of 70 resulting stimuli. 

A previous study [1] with identical stimuli showed that, in a non-linguistic task involving explicit timing comparison 
of the A-to-X and X-to-B intervals, while subject responses were based primarily on interval duration, they were 
modulated by relative pitch as well: As with the kappa effect in non-speech studies, closer in pitch sounded closer 
in time. In the present study, however, subjects received no instructions concerning the signal itself, but were told 
to report only which “grouping” they heard. Surprisingly, timing now affected subject responses comparatively 
little: where X was closest to A (e.g., 1 or 2 st. lower), subjects overwhelmingly grouped X with A, while X closer to 
B (e.g., 6 or 7 st. below A) cued grouping with B, interval durations notwithstanding. Timing differences affected 
responses strongly only for intermediate (i.e. ambiguous) pitch steps. (See partial summary in Table 1.) 

These results suggest that quantification of boundary strength based only on objective duration misses powerful  
cues from F0. This may shed light on durational variability in related production studies: jumps in pitch across 
pauses may signal stronger boundaries, while steady pitch may signal a weaker boundary, in ways that current 
systems of categorical pitch event labels (e.g., ToBI) are not designed to capture. These results also parallel 
findings from duration studies characterizing boundary strength as inherently relative, and gradiently variable [11]. 
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Table 1: Partial Results 
% responses of  
“X grouped with B” for a 
subset of time & pitch 
steps  

time                                          pitch 1 st. 2 st. 4 st. 6 st. 7 st. 
A to X = 410 ms. (B to X = 590 ms.) 4% 7% 25% 69% 78% 
A to X = 470 ms. (B to X = 530 ms.) 2% 11% 49% 83% 87% 
A to X = 530 ms. (B to X = 470 ms.) 11% 11% 43% 89% 95% 
A to X = 590 ms. (B to X = 410 ms.) 17% 29% 61% 84% 96% 


